A multilayer multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree approach for quantum dynamics on general potential energy surfaces.
The multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) approach facilitates multidimensional quantum dynamics calculations by representing the wavepacket in an optimal set of time-dependent basis functions, called single-particle functions. Choosing these single-particle functions to be themselves multidimensional wavefunctions which are represented using a MCTDH representation, a multilayer MCTDH scheme has been constructed and used for quantum dynamics calculations treating up to 1000 degrees of freedom rigorously [Wang and Thoss, J. Chem. Phys. 199, 1289 (2003)]. The present work gives a practical scheme which facilitates the application of the multilayer MCTDH approach, which previously has only been employed to study systems described by model-type Hamiltonians, to molecular systems described by more complicated Hamiltonians and general potential energy surfaces. A multilayer extension of the correlation discrete variable representation (CDVR) scheme employed in MCTDH calculations studying quantum dynamics on general potential energy surfaces is developed and tested in a simple numerical application. The resulting multilayer MCTDH/CDVR approach might offer a perspective to rigorously describe the quantum dynamics of larger polyatomic systems.